A real function/on [0, 1] can be transformed by a homeomorphism into a differentiable function with bounded derivative if and only if / is continuous and of bounded variation. This condition does not suffice for/ to be transformed into a continuously differentiable function. The additional condition for this to hold is found and the theorem is proved.
with a lemma. Proof. The necessity of the condition is immediate. If there is an h meeting the required conditions, then / ° h is in particular continuous and of bounded variation. But/ = (/ ° h) ° h~ . Therefore, / is continuous and has the same total variation as/° h.
We turn to the sufficiency of the condition. By using Lemma 1, if necessary, we may assume/satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant L. Let Z = {x: f is not differentiable at x}. Then X(Z) = 0. There is A D Z such that X is of type Gs and A(A) = 0. By [3, Theorem 8] , there exists a homeomorphism h, differentiable in the extended sense, of [0, 1] onto itself and a constant a > 0 such that
Then h'(x) = 0 for x E h~x(Z) and h'(
If h(x) E Z, the second factor on the right side of the equation approaches zero and the first factor is bounded.
In either case, / ° h is differentiable and its derivative is bounded in absolute value by L/a. According to Theorem 1, the Cantor function/can be transformed into a function g with a bounded derivative. The function g is also a Cantor-like function relative to some nowhere dense perfect set K. Since g is differentiable, X(K) > 0. This follows from a theorem in [1] It is clear that no Cantor-like function g can be continuously differentiable. To see this we need only note that g' would have to be zero on the dense set complementary to K, but there must be points of K where g' > 0. The difficulty lies in the fact that \(g(K)) > 0. This simple observation may be taken as the motivation for Theorem 2, below, characterizing those functions which may be transformed into continuously differentiable ones. To make this more precise, we give a definition. Proof. We affect a preliminary homeomorphism to make / linear, with slope less than k in magnitude, on each interval of strict monotonicity or strict constancy off. We now define a positive extended real valued g on 7, which is + oo at every point of the countable set K and at the end points of 7, with Sa g{')dt = b -a. Since K is closed and of measure zero, we may cover K U {a} U {b) by a nest, {Gn}, of sets, each consisting of finitely many open intervals, such that Gn+X C G" and X(Gn) < (b -a)/2"+\ n = 1,2,....
Let gx be a continuous function such that g,(?) = 1 for t G Gx, | < gx(t) < 1 for / £ Gi, and f, gx(t)dt = \(b -a). For each n > 1, there exist a constant cn > \ and a continuous function gn such that gn(t) = c" for t G G 0 < gn(t) < c" for t G G"_i\G", gn(t) = 0 for / £ I\G"_X, and such that f* gn(t)dt = 2~"(b -a). Let g = 2j° 8n-II is easy to verify that git) > | for every t G [a,b], git) = +oo for t G K U {a} U {b}, g is continuous in the extended sense and fa git)dt = b -a. Let <J>(x) = a + f* git)dt.
The function d>~ is continuously differentiable, has derivative zero on E = <biK) U {a} U {b) and (<#>"')' < 4 at every point of I. We show/ ° d>_1 is continuously differentiable on 7 with vanishing derivative at the end points. On every interval complementary to E, both / and <f>-1 are continuously differentiable, so the same is true for / ° <f~'. Let x £ E. Let tj > 0. There is an n such that (<f>-1 )'(>>) < n for every y G Gn. Let J C Gn, x G J. Then y, z G J implies |(/ ° <f\y) -f ° <#>"'(z))/( y -z)\ < k-q. So there is 5 > 0 such that |x -y\ < S implies |(/° <b~] )'iy)\ < ki]. It follows that (/o<P-1)'(x) = 0 and that (/ ° 4>-1)' is continuous at x.
We note that the preceding proof was possible because X(AT) = 0. Such a proof would not be possible for Theorem 2 because there would be no assurance that the preliminary homeomorphism transforming / into a Lip-schitz function would carry K into a zero measure set, and the function g appearing in Lemma 2 could not then be constructed.
The set K is the union of a perfect set P and a countable subset of K. In the proof of Theorem 2 we shall work with the sequence Ix, I2, ... of open intervals complementary to P. Each of these intervals meets A' in a countable set. In our construction, at each stage we shall pick some of the Ik, contained in some interval J obtained at that stage by the construction. In order to assure that we use all intervals from {/"}, at each stage we pick among others the first interval in the ordering Ix, I2, ..., on which/is constant, which is contained in J.
The proof of Theorem 2 requires the following lemma. Suppose / is continuous and of bounded variation. J such that for h = g ° It ° hN we have (2) K/»A-',^)X(e/2)W).
Since g only translated the intervals Tt ° hN(l ) the inequality (1) becomes (3) Vifo h~\hilk))< 2eXihiIk)).
It follows by (2) and (3) that h is the desired homeomorphism. Remark. We note that by requiring that 2i Hjk) > jHO. we can also insure that 2i + MJk) < iMj)-We shall use this remark in the proof of Theorem 2 below.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Necessity. It is clear that / must be continuous and of bounded variation because these properties are preserved by homeomorphic changes of variables and continuously differentiable functions have these properties. Suppose h is a homeomorphism of [0, 1 ] onto itself and the function g = f ° his continuously differentiable. The set K is compact so the same is true for the set h~liK). Thus the set g ° h~[ (AT) = /(A") is measurable. If this set has positive measure there is x0 £ /t~'(AT) such that g'(x0) ¥= 0 [2, p. 227]. But g' is continuous so that g' ¥= 0 in some neighborhood of x0. This implies g is monotonic in some neighborhood of x0 and so / is monotonic in some neighborhood of /t(xn)> a point of K. But this violates the definition of K. Thus, XifiK)) = 0 and the necessity of the condition is proved.
Sufficiency. Let T be the total variation of / on [0, 1 ] and let 7,, I2, ... be the sequence of open intervals contiguous to P, the perfect kernel of AT. The sequence {Ik} either has one member or is infinite. We assume it is infinite. Choose N so that 2, F"(/,/A) > T -\. We apply a preliminary homeomorphism hx so that V(f,Jk) < \XiJk) for each k. Here, Jx, ...,JN+X are the intervals complementary to /ii(7,), ..., hxiIN). The above /,,..., IN will be called of rank 1. We define a homeomorphism h2 of rank 2 which keeps hx (7, = limngn(x). Then, for x E Ik, g(x) = gn(x), where n = n(k), and for x $ UkIk, g(x) is obtained by continuity. This is possible because LikIk is dense and Ukg(Ik) is dense because of (4). We now modify g to obtain our final homeomorphism h. Each Ik has a rank «, so that by (*)", V(f°g-\g(Ik))<X(g(Ik))/2n~2.
Since/° g_l is either strictly increasing, decreasing, or constant on g(Ik), or there is a "partitioning" of g(Ik) into countably many intervals on each of which/ ° g~l is as above there is, by Lemma 2, a homeomorphism <f> of g(Ik) onto g(Ik) such that/o g~ ° <f>~ is continuously differentiable on <b ° g(4) = g(Ik), has derivative smaller in absolute value than l/2"~ at each point of License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the interval, and the derivative converges to zero at the end points. Let h = <p ° g. Then/<> h~x is continuously differentiable on [0, 1]. For this we need only show that the derivative is zero at each point of h(P) when taken relative to the complement of h{P). Let x £ hiP). Let e > 0. There is an n such that 1/2""' < e. There is a 5 > 0 such that (x -S,x + 8) meets only intervals hilk) for which the rank of Ik exceeds n.lfy G hilk) and |x -y\ < 8 then, noticing that/° h~x is absolutely continuous, l/o h-\y) -/o h~\x)\ < f |(/o h~])it)\dt < e\x-y\. J X So the derivative of / ° h~] is zero at x.
Remark. It is necessary that / be in VBG^ in order for there to be a homeomorphism h such that / ° h~ is everywhere finitely differentiable. Fleissner and Foran have advised us that the sufficiency follows easily from Theorem 1 and a result of Tolstov in Mat. Sb. 53 (95) (1961), pp. 387-392.
